Minutes: Assurance of Learning Task Force

Present: Shane Van Dalsem, Laurie Strangman, Kim Lyons, Peter Haried, Sheida Teimouri, Elizabeth Crosby, Bruce May, Glenn Knowles

Absent: Nicole Gullekson, Kareem Shabana

Date: Monday, November 10, 2014, 1:00-2:00 p.m., 2200 Centennial

Dropbox document location in []

- Approval of minutes for October 20, 2014 [Minutes: 10.20.14 Minutes]
  - M/S/P Approved 8-0-0

- Updates:
  - Discussed International Faculty Panel as part of Global Initiatives Week
  - Competency in the Major Reports: follow up with ECO and ACC departments for missing reports
  - AACSB reaccreditation topics discussed with the deans
    - Establish a closer working relationship with UCC
    - Simplify our AOL process
    - Emphasize curricular management and closing the loop
  - Review of ETS MFT
    - Received links to review the ETS exam
    - Review will evaluate how closely the questions match the curriculum

- January All-college Retreat
  - Contact made with Andrew Spicer
  - Topic items should be specified ahead of time and customized
  - One outcome we would like to see: building indicators to measure success of the global curriculum delivery

- Next meeting: Monday, November 17, 2014

Meeting adjourned at 2:00 pm

Respectfully submitted
Kim Lyons